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1. CITIZEN A PASSED MESSAGE TO MEETING 9 APRIL.

RECEIVED NO REACTION BUT THIS MADE BRIEF USE POLITICAL
CRISIS BE THINKABLE CHANGED.

2. EVENING 11 APRIL CITIZEN A CARRIED IN AT COS

HOUSE. COS AGAIN BROUGHT UP CUBAN MATTER AND TRIED

GETH-S-12 DISCUSS HIS PLAN FOR ACTION BY CUBANS.

GETH-S-12 NOT SPECIFIC BUT IMPLIED HAD NOT WORK WITH
CUBANS. BELIEVE HE DISTRUSTED PENDO AND RELAYED

WITH MUCH WARREN. RE AMBIGUOUS I THINK. AS TOO NAD HEARD

GETH-S-12 NOT VISIBLE.

3. CITIZEN A RATHER ANGRY ON CUBAN MATTER AND CUT

OFF FURTHER CONVERSATION ON SUBJECT SAYING WOULD DO

NOTHING BUT ANY CUBANS UNLESS WE KNEW THEM WERE "GUIDED".

BY KUBARK.

4. COS HAD INTENDED DISCUSS ABOVE AT HCS 22 APRIL

FOLLOWING CONFERENCE BUT UNEXPECTEDLY FORCED RETURN TO

STATION 19 APRIL. IF ANY FURTHER INFO OBTAINED, WILL

CLEAN.
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